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Caption:	 Characteristic	 microstructures	 develop	 as	 a	 function	 of	 the	 applied	 stress	 (stress	
orientation	is	indicated	by	the	arrows).	a)	No	applied	stress	results	in	cuboidal	precipitates,	b)	400	
MPa	 applied	 in	 tension	 results	 in	 rods	 aligned	 parallel	 to	 the	 stress,	 c)	 400	 MPa	 applied	 in	
compression	results	in	plates	aligned	perpendicular	to	the	stress.	
	
Scientific	Achievement	
We	demonstrated	how	interfacial	and	elastic	energies,	especially	as	impacted	by	misfit	strain,	
influence	the	equilibrium	shapes	of	coarsened	and	rafted	Co-Al-W	γ’-precipitates.	The	meso-
scale	simulations	included	interfacial	energies	and	elastic	constants	obtained	from	first-
principle	calculations.		
	
Significance	
Our	results	yielded	microstructures	with	the	same	morphology	as	observed	in	experiments,	
indicating	that	the	elastic	stresses	arising	from	coherent	interfaces	between	the	γ’-precipitates	
and	the	γ	matrix	are	important	for	morphological	evolution	during	creep.	Our	results	also	
showed	characteristic	microstructural	features,	such	as	narrow	γ	channels	between	γ’-
precipitates,	are	not	merely	kinetic	artifacts	during	coarsening	but	are	in	fact	energetically	
favored.		We	also	provided	an	explanation	for	the	experimentally	observed	directional	
coarsening	that	occurs	without	any	applied	stress.		These	results	can	impact	alloy	design	and	
coarse-grained	microstructure	evolution	models.		
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Figure 8: Characteristic microstructures develop as a function of the applied stress (stress orientation is
indicated by the arrows). a) No applied stress results in cuboidal precipitates, b) 400 MPa applied in tension
results in rods aligned parallel to the stress, c) 400 MPa applied in compression results in plates aligned
perpendicular to the stress.

is small, such that the rodlets or platelets are separated by narrow channels of �. For the460

precipitates in compression, the plate thickness is in the range of 130 nm, while the total461

plate width is on the order of 400 nm. The plate separation is 190 – 330 nm, with larger462

total array volumes corresponding with larger separations. The � channel width separating463

platelets is 20 – 30 nm, and larger individual platelets correspond with larger channel widths.464

For precipitates under tension, the rod length is in the range of 420 – 730 nm and the rod465

width is in the range of 175 – 190 nm, with the rods separated by 84 – 90 nm. However,466

the rodlets within the rods neck and merge into one particle when a di↵use interface width467

of 10 nm is simulated, indicating that the channel spacing between the rodlets is less than468

20 nm. To investigate this further, we utilize an interface width of 5 nm, which is on the469

order of the physical interface width, and examine two two-precipitate simulations in which470

the applied stress is parallel to the precipitate alignment. The rodlets within the rod are471

separated by 11 and 13 nm (the rodlets are 278 long by 148 nm wide, and 387 nm long and472

180 nm wide, respectively). Four- and eight-particle configurations are not studied because473

of the high computational cost and likelihood of little additional useful information being474

gathered.475

We further investigate the e↵ect of applied tension on precipitate morphology, because the476

rodlet merging observed for the unphysically wide di↵use interface indicates that precipitate477

merging is energetically favored. We perform additional two-precipitate simulations with a478

di↵use interface width of 5 nm in which 200 MPa and 800 MPa are applied parallel to the479

direction of precipitate alignment. The precipitate volumes are within 20%, reducing the480

confounding e↵ect of precipitate volume on channel width. The results are shown in Fig. 9,481

clearly indicating increasing precipitate aspect ratios and decreasing � channel width with482

increasing applied stress. The � channel width between rodlets is 43 nm at no applied stress,483

25 nm at 200 MPa, 11 nm at 400 MPa, and 0 nm (the rodlets neck and merge) at 800 MPa.484

To understand the thermodynamic basis governing � channel width and whether precip-485

itates merge or not, we examine the elastic interaction energy density, gint
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within the � channels. The elastic interaction energy indicates how the misfit strain of a487

precipitate will interact with the local stress field. When g

int
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is negative, there is a driving488
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